An Innovative and Flexible
Application Platform
That is the difference and why Progident software
distances itself from the competition.
A fully updated software for the Windows 10TM operating system
of MicrosoftTM.
A customized report generator and a screen configurator let you
adapt the software to your specific needs and save up to 9 preferred
work environments per user.
Finally, a software that adapts to your practices and not the other
way around!

Accurate Statistics
on Your Practice
Several management and performance indicators (dashboards) are
visual. For example, the average daily hourly rate or the number of
missed, cancelled or moved appointments of a patient.
To these indicators are added more than 240 management
reports that ensure you can analyze your clinic from all angles!

5 Simple Reasons to Choose Progident
1

The best-selling dental management software in Quebec.
More than 35% of Quebec dental practices use Progident,
which is about 1,700 dentists in Quebec!

2
3

Technologies that rigorously meet the criteria of "Paperless" file.

4
5

An incomparable "Cost/Benefit" ratio on the market.

A range of Web services available directly from the software:
Frequently asked questions (FAQ), support request, Web conferencing,
video tutorials, etc.

Specialists in the dental profession for more than 25 years.
A professional company whose durability and expertise
are guaranteed.
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Simple, Visual, and
Efficient Billing

Experienced customer service with an exceptional satisfaction rate.
A Progident representative is always waiting for you at the other end of the line!

All dental fee guides are included in the software.

You will be more productive by saving valuable time thanks to the
automated reconciliation features of RAMQTM payments and
DentaideTM payments. Progident is the only software to offer the
DentaideTM reconciliation!

PROPEL YOUR
MANAGEMENT
IN THE WEB ERA!
GO BEYOND THE BASICS

The encoding of procedures can be done using the dental chart or the
treatment file via a powerful input wizard that operates on the
abbreviation basis.
The software supports the ACDQTM and ITransTM networks for claims
to primary insurers. The new SYRATM platform of the RAMQTM is also
entirely supported.

The Computerized Solution
That Covers All Essentials Aspects
of Your Digital Management!
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THE BEST-SELLING DENTAL
MANAGEMENT SOLUTION IN QUEBEC!
A Safe "Paperless"
Dental File (EMD)
Cut back on the amount of paper your clinic uses! Every digital
document (dental imaging, form, video, audio, etc.) is centralized and
conserved in each patient file.
The digital environment respects the highest standards of confidentiality
and traceability.

Patient Web Portal
Integrate a "Patient" section to your website and allow your patients to
consult their appointments and follow-ups whenever they want, in a
secure environment.

Confirm your appointments by SMS or emails and save time, it’s
guaranteed! Your agenda will automatically be updated when the
patient’s answer is received.

Share additional background documentation or personal documents with
them that they can download if needed. For example, their tax receipts.

Enjoy visual indicators and the Kanban console to track the progress of
your patients and get a global overview of your clinic in real-time.
Take advantage of the multi-branch management to centralize the
management of your appointments in one place.

The software includes a set of standard dental forms, including the
medical history approved by the ACDQTM and the ODQTM. Many of these
forms can be interactively signed by the patient.

A Complete Dental Chart
The software supports your process from start to finish: initial examination,
including the PSR and periodontal measurements, diagnosis, treatment
plan, visit planning, treatments, and operative documentation.
You can also give a business proposal to your patient instantly that he can
sign electronically to give his informed consent. The documentation of your
operative notes is simplified ("Drag and Drop") with the integrated wizard
that relies on a bank of standard texts that you can customize.
Benefit from a true evolutive odontogram by selecting the visit date of the
initial examination to view the complete documentation of each stage of
your clinical intervention.

An Appointment on Time

Consult your professional agenda any time from your mobile phone by
using the "Google Calendar" synchronization.

Effective and Productive
Communication
Use the integrated messaging system to communicate quickly
between all your rooms. A patient has arrived; his appointment can
flash in the treatment room and an audible alarm can be emitted.
Use the self-dialling feature to speed up communication with your
patients.
Reconcile any complementary follow-up (laboratory, receivable,
etc.) to the files thanks to the management of complete and
centralized interventions with the patient file (PRM).
Take advantage of an effective tool for all your needs of occasional
or batch communication: birthdays, holiday season, clinic closures,
customer follow-ups, etc.

A Complete Accounting with
Integrated Payroll
Our Progident/Clinic software is entirely integrated with our accounting
software, Progident/Finance. What you charge in Progident/Clinic is
automatically recorded in Progident/Finance.
As a complement to the time tracking report ("Punch") of
Progident/Clinic, you can autonomously manage your payroll.
If you wish to monitor the complete financial situation of your clinic,
Progident/Finance is the perfect addition.
This accounting software includes all the usual accounting features:
financial statements, suppliers management with EDI payment and more.

